
ACCESS’ ULTIMATE JAZZ CLASS 
& DEAN JAMES' TALK ON JAZZ

Access students took experiential learning to
a new level at Cairo Jazz Festival. A full day
packed with Jazz workshops, special
performances by American band Ajoyo, and
a visit by US Ambassador Jonathan R.
Cohen, the embassy’s Regional English
Language Office Director, Mr. Micah Risher,
and SCE Dean James Ketterer. Watch it Here
Dean Ketterer later went back to the festival
to give a talk on Jazz Diplomacy prior to the
screening of the film “In His Own Sweet Way”
about Dave Brubeck. Watch it Here

SCE’S CONTINUED LEADERSHIP OF THE 
ESSENTIAL ETAD

SCE 
COMMUNITY

The English Language Resource Center (ELRC) in AlAzhar University is supported by the US
Embassy's Regional English Language Office (RELO) and now managed by SCE. The center
provides English language instruction and enhancement services for heritage-rich university’s
faculty. This not only propels better language transfer to their students but also allows the
faculty to pursue more global research opportunities. SCE is responsible for ELRC’s Director,
stakeholder management, upgrading technical facilities, and delivering a Training of Trainers
& Mentors (TOTM) for AlAzhar Institute English language teachers to drive further impact.

SCE AWARDED KEY PUBLIC DIPLOMACY GRANT

While online classes are here to stay, SCE invited its community back to the legacy Falaki Building in Tahrir. Dean Ketterer expresses his
appreciation to all who contributed to as seamless an interim phase as possible and his excitement for the opportunities to come!  

Watch his Message.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
FOR ALL

In appreciation of the men that serve and
protect the AUC community, SCE is
delivering specialized training for 100 of the
university's security personnel that covers
IT, English language, technical, and
interpersonal skills. This program is
supported by the AUC Office of the Vice
President for Management and Operations,
the Office of Human Resources, and is
delivered by SCE’s Applied Studies
Department. 
Watch it Here

ICONIC JEWELRY BUSINESS
COURSE AT SCE: AZZA FAHMY

The visionary woman whose heritage-rich
creativity is worn by people around the world
shares her wisdom in a course jointly
delivered by the Azza Fahmy Design Studio
and SCE. 
The 120-hour training guides participants
through the technical fine art of jewelry
making, as well as the essential skills to
launch and manage a business. SCE  leads
the later component training aspiring
entrepreneurs to make decisions based on
sound financial & market data. Watch it Here

DEAN JAMES KETTERER WELCOMES YOU ALL TO SCE

While many in the AUC community have been of service for over a decade, and sometimes two,
few have given an astounding 35 years of passion, quality, and enhancement as Dr. Azza Daoud of
the School of Continuing Education. This year, she made the difficult decision of early retirement,
passing on the directorship mantle of SCE’s Evaluation, Testing, and Assessments Department
(ETAD) to the evermore driven and equipped Mr. Amr Fahim. Read More.

N e w s l e t t e r

https://youtu.be/r6B5Qe94dlc
https://web.facebook.com/AUC.SCE/videos/457023682460169
https://sce.aucegypt.edu/news/%E2%80%9Cjazz-diplomacy%E2%80%9D-lecture-james-ketterer-international-cairo-jazz-festival
https://youtu.be/r6B5Qe94dlc
https://youtu.be/r6B5Qe94dlc
https://web.facebook.com/AUC.SCE/videos/378742297367593
https://sce.aucegypt.edu/news/continued-leadership


AUC FACULTY ON 'AMERICA 101:
LANGUAGE AND CULTURE'
In its first collaboration with the US Embassy’s American Center
Cairo (ACC), SCE was awarded a grant to lead a series of 10-month
sessions that engage participants on themes that promote U.S.
culture and values through public diplomacy programming. As the
nexus point of AUC to the Egyptian public, SCE recruited AUC
American faculty to deliver these sessions. True to its extraordinary
form, SCE added a little extra flair with additional sessions on the
language and skills associated with each cultural theme. Topics for
the series include American sports, music, economy, psychology,
media, literature, and history amongst other subjects. Participants
meet online every Tuesday from 3-5 pm, learn more about the
upcoming sessions here.

POLICE COLLEGE RENEWS 
SCE COLLABORATION
Following the successful completion of the first batch of nearly
1,200 of the National Police College cadets in SCE’s foundational
English language program, an agreement was signed to extend the
cooperation for a new incoming cohort. The initial program started
in 2019 and includes 5 modules, each approximately 30 hours that
develop conversational and comprehension skills.

This partnership is in response to a Presidential initiative to equip
police caliber with necessary language skills in English, Spanish, and
German -amongst other languages. So, soon you may be able to
greet police officers with a hello, hola, or hallo!

TEACHERS, 
FIND YOUR MENTORS! 

Watch these teachers put their student hats on to become trained
mentors. In another impactful partnership between SCE, the US
Embassy in Cairo, 60 teachers across Egypt’s governorates
committed to ‘paying it forward’ as mentors in the 6th Cohort of the
Teacher-Mentor Program. The blended training was split into 3
rounds of 20 teachers that worked day in and day out to load up on
learnings to take back to mentees and catalyze a better teaching
and learning experience in their local communities. Watch it Here.

IMPACT INVESTMENT BY AAIB IN
TEACHER TRAINING WITH SCE

When like-minded partners work together on something as
important as teacher development, the Impact ripples through
exponentially. The Arab African International Bank (AAIB) joined
forces with AUC’s School of Continuing Education (SCE) to fund a
90-hour multidisciplinary scholarship program for 150 primary
public-school teachers. The training fostered their skills and
competencies in a variety of areas including teaching methodology,
lesson planning, assessment, educational technology and
gamification, and classroom management. Read More.

SCE welcomed Mr. Ahmed Makhallati, Director of Regional Partners' Relations at Institute of the
Management Accountants (IMA), who came in specially from Dubai to address finance
professionals enrolled in the Certified Management Accountant (CMA) program. He expressed,
"My sincere appreciation for this collaboration with SCE for over 10 years. I'm very happy to be
with you today and assure you that you're in excellent hands at SCE to receive your CMA."
The participants also benefited from the guidance of AUC’s own CMA expert that further
explained the program structure and offered advice on the exam. In addition, the course
instructor shared his experience that started just as theirs did in the SCE course. 

ACCOUNTANTS ADVANCE CAREERS WITH CMA AT SCE

https://web.facebook.com/AUC.SCE/photos/a.115254688542220/4537489956318649/
https://web.facebook.com/AUC.SCE/videos/949364578947661
https://sce.aucegypt.edu/news/impact-investment-aaib-teacher-training-sce


Saint Fatima School collaborated with
SCE to train 45 of its teachers in
gamification course that amplifies the
learning experience. This games-based
training combines different elements of
teaching through teamwork and
discussion with real practice that is
applicable to essentially all disciplines as
those who participated teach English,
French, Arabic, Math, Science, and Social
Studies. The teachers learned how to
design and implement various game
techniques to engage an active learning
environment. 

The closing ceremonies were especially
lively as teachers dubbed this as turning
point in their style and the administration
validated their tangible improvements. 

Education and assessment are certainly no exception to the
fundamental new modes the world is witnessing. ILACE 2021
addressed hot issues such as using technology in assessment, high-
stakes exams, test designs, and inclusive assessments amongst
other topics that are gaining more significant relevance every day.
Therefore, teacher professional development, including conferences
such as ILACE, must hinge more on awareness and expertise to
maintain quality learning and teach as expected by all stakeholders
involved including learners, parents, employers, and society. 
Watch it here. 

ST. FATIMA LEVEL UP
THE CLASSROOM
WITH SCE

CAIRO UNIVERSITY TRANSLATION
STUDENTS GET PRACTICAL AT SCE 

Given SCE’s concentration on practical dimensions and its
distinguished position as a premier language learning institution,
Cairo University cross-registered nearly 300 students from its new
credit-hour translation major. In the interest of graduating market-
ready caliber, the students spent the summer leading into their
senior year at SCE learning the hands-on ropes of the trade. 

This partnership is planned as the first of future classes to come as
expressed in a ceremony commemorating the pilot class’ successful
completion. 

ILACE 2021 EXAMINES
ASSESSMENTS POST PANDEMIC 

FAIRMONT EXECS
ADVANCE BUSINESS
ENGLISH
Hospitality is its own language where no
doubt Fairmont Nile City is fluent. However,
business English is a technical space that
they sought SCE’s expertise for
improvement. A customized course was
delivered to 19 executives concentrating
on English business terminology and
presentation skills. 

FREE FOR THOUGHT
- Goes  Hybr id

Welcome Back!

Across SCE, and the broader AUC, a
central pillar of our identity as life-long
learners is critical thinking. For many, it is
perhaps the single most transformative
experience of a learner’s identity. The
mindset shift often goes far beyond the
classroom to foster personal awareness
and enriched life-learning. 

Here we usually share different
scenarios we examine with our students
in the English for Religious & Cultural
Purposes program taught by the
charming ‘smile-enthusiast’, Dr. Amira
Makhlouf. We explore the language
through the lens of a wide variety of
cross-cultural issues in an interactive
and critical thinking approach. 

This time, we are sharing with you an
actual snippet from the online course
material, the welcome message to get
the sense of how it is delivered. As Dr.
Amira says, together we choose to do
everything extraordinarily. Good luck to
you all!  Watch it here.

Eng. Rafik Habib, Director of SCE’s newest
unit, the Applied Studies Department (ASD)
appeared on NILE LIFE TV’s morning show,
Naharak Saeed, to discuss the diffusion of
Electric Vehicle (EVs) in the market and
their rollout in the Egyptian roads. Learn
more to switch gears.  

SCE EXPERTISE
MAPPING OUT
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
ON NILE LIFE TV

These gamification techniques are aligned
with the 21st century life-skills model in the
new system introduced by the Ministry of
Education and Technical Education. It is a
simple, yet powerful, concept that develops
skills through an engaging, psychological,
and applied approach to learning. Game on!

https://youtu.be/r6B5Qe94dlc
https://youtu.be/r6B5Qe94dlc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mAn82q20H8wgk8GDzpMZZU0m1KKtaGRW/view

